Special programme in Shantivan on the 11th Anniversary of Dadi Prakashmaniji, 25 August 2018
Beloved Avyakt BapDada’s specially beloved instrument teachers who are always engaged in the unlimited
service of world benefit, all brothers and sisters who are the decoration of the Brahmin clan, please accept
God’s sweet love-filled remembrance.
Dadi Prakashmaniji, specially loved by all of us, who placed her steps on the footsteps of sakar mother and
father, one who sustained the whole Brahmin family while keeping a balance of love and law, one who ruled
everyone’s hearts – the 11th Anniversary of Dadiji was celebrated as “World Brotherhood Day”. From
Manmohini complex in Shantivan to Om Shanti Bhawan in Mount Abu, an international half-marathon had
begun on 19th August in memory of the Day of Remembrance of Dadi Prakashmaniji. 1500 brothers and
sisters from all over the world took part in this with a lot of zeal and enthusiasm and three winners were
specially awarded. Various other programmes were held for VIPs and journalists from Abu and Abu Road.
Everyone gathered at Prakash Stambh in Shantivan to offer their tributes. Everyone had Brahma bhojan and
all were given a gift from the yagya.
On this occasion, 15,000 couples from all over Bharat who were 3 to 19 years in knowledge took part in a
special yoga-bhatthi for couples titled “Nastamoha Smriti Labdha” (The Conqueror of Attachment and the
Embodiment of Remembrance). On 24th August brothers and sisters who took sustenance from Dadiji shared
their memories of being in close company with Dadiji. On 25th, after the special murli and class, all senior
brothers and sisters and teachers went to Prakash Stambh and offered their tributes with garlands of flowers.
Then all the mothers and brothers went around the Prakash Stambh offering their flowers while lost in love
for Dadiji. At 10.30am, respected Nirwairbhai shared his experiences with Dadiji on her skilled leadership.
At 12.00 noon, Shashiben offered special bhog to BapDada for Dadiji, and the message from the subtle
regions is as below:
Today, when I reached Baba in the subtle regions, I saw that along with beloved Baba, our sweet Dadiji was
also standing there and opposite them were many brothers and sisters who had arrived there with garlands
in their hands. They were garlanding Dadji and offering their tributes to her. Dadiji smiled and said: Now,
we don’t need this tribute, but each one now has to become complete and perfect. Now, let each one keep
their perfect form in front of them and make such effort. Now, at the confluence age, let there be a gathering
of angels and only then will there be a gathering of those who have a right to the kingdom.
After some time, along with Dadiji, the whole advance party also appeared and each one’s face was
sparkling with light as though they were stable in their complete and perfect form. In the midst of them all,
Dadiji was visible beautifully decorated and standing like a goddess on the stage. Below the specially
beloved deity form of Dadiji there was very beautiful wording “An embodiment of all success”. After that,
this scene became merged. I could then see four to five gates just ahead and through them I could see people
from different professions. In the middle of that was a very simple gate and there were many people at that
gate. As Dadiji looked at them, light began to fall on all of them. I asked: Dadiji who are these particular
people? Dadiji said: All of these are helpers in God’s task, the ones with honesty and cleanliness, Baba’s
children who have only thoughts of God in their heart. Those who were at the other gates also came in front
and they also formed a beautiful garland, and it was as though all of them were making a promise that all of
them together would be co-operative in the task of world transformation.
Baba then said: This child has created such a gathering. Every thought of this child has become practical
and this is why she is an embodiment of success. Dadiji said: Baba, I didn’t do anything, but You were the
One who inspired it all. Hearing such a sweet heart to heart conversation, I then asked Dadiji: Dadiji, what
are you doing now? You are now ten to eleven years old. Dadiji began to smile and said: Baba takes all of
us on a tour all over the world every day at amrit vela and enables us to give sakaash to everyone. All my
companions of the advance party check the plans for world transformation and also make corrections on
them. I go on a tour with the group. Now, all of you also have to get yourselves ready quickly and then go
into your new world. Every now and then, Baba sends me in the midst of all of you too and I see everything.

Dadiji was speaking in this way with a lot of love. Then I gave her remembrances from all of you. I
especially gave remembrance of all of those who have come for the couple’s bhatthi, and Dadiji said: Now,
all of you have to make intense effort and move forward. You have to make yourselves complete. Giving
remembrance to the Madhuban residents Dadiji said: Madhuban is the centre of attraction for the world.
Baba has created a beautiful place and everyone looks at the Madhuban residents with an elevated vision –
they have to become an example in front of everyone.
Then I said: Dadiji, tomorrow is the Festival of Rakhi and you used to tie rakhi on everyone with a lot of
love. Today, Munniben has sent a rakhi for you. Dadiji took the rakhi in her hand and began to tie it on
Baba, and just then the thread of the rakhi began to get bigger and bigger so that everyone became tied in
that rakhi. Then Baba said: Baba and the children can never be separated. A very beautiful light was
emerging from that rakhi and a blessing was written in that light saying “An image of success and an
embodiment of total result” (sidhi swaroop, safalta murat bhav). Baba said: Children, in order to achieve
success, belong to One, always be co-operative in the task of the One, and be united in one direction in the
gathering. Now, according to the time, each one has to be stable in their complete and perfect form and give
everyone a vision of Baba collectively. Now there is a need for this service.
Then I said Dadiji, I have specially brought bhog of the yagya for you. When I placed the plate in front of
her, Dadiji gave it drishti and then took something in her hand and fed Baba, and then Baba fed Dadiji.
Then seeing all of us there Baba said: Open your mouths, and it was as though Dadiji was feeding everyone
bhog. Our Dadi Janki, Dadi Gulzar and all senior brothers and sisters were emerged in the subtle region.
Then Dadiji said: Just as all of you are co-operative companions and are enabling service to move forward,
continue to do so. Baba is always with you anyway. Saying this, Baba and sweet Dadiji gave everyone a lot
of love and remembrance.
In the evening, the children from Ghatkopar presented a beautiful drama and dance performance
highlighting Dadiji’s life. Some brothers and sisters shared their experiences of living closely with Dadiji.
Today is the pure festival of Raksha bandhan. Everyone has their rakhi tied with a lot of love and they make
a promise of a determined thought within themselves. In today’s avyakt murli, sweet Baba has gifted all of
us a garland of blessings. Definitely, all of you must be wearing (imbibing) this garland of blessings.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

With contentment, constantly remain content and make everyone content.
Always have a simple and easy nature, speak simple words and perform actions with simplicity.
Always follow the directions of One, receive all attainments from the One and belonging to One,
practise constantly being stable.
Always remain happy and continue to share happiness and spread the wave of happiness.
Let there always be a smile of happiness on your face and constantly continue to progress in
remembrance.

Let this garland of blessings always be around your neck. Achcha.
Lots and lots of remembrance and hearty greetings for Raksha Bandhan.
* * * Om Shanti * * *

